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• Interpretability

• Why?

• What?

• How?



(to appear in IEEE Signal Processing Magazine)



Dimensions of interpretability [Selbst and Barocas, 2018]

• What sets machine learning models apart from other algorithms are 
their inscrutability and nonintuitiveness
• Inscrutability suggests that models available for direct inspection may defy 

understanding, 

• Nonintuitiveness suggests that even where models are understandable, they 
may rest on apparent statistical relationships that defy intuition

• Most extant work on interpretable ML/AI only addresses inscrutability, but not 
nonintuitiveness

• Dealing with inscrutability requires providing a sensible description 
of rules; addressing nonintuitiveness requires providing satisfying 
explanation for why the rules are what they are

For numerous settings, may need technical solutions to 
both inscrutability and nonintuitiveness
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BERTology

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1aaWuAum5HY

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pFf4PltQ9LY
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Simple human-interpretable rules



Hierarchical concept learning
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This form of compositional rules are in fact human-interpretable



Explaining Creative Artifacts

● Due to widespread deployment of AI in settings with people, 
interest in providing explanations for their results—whether 
to enable action, provide basis for evaluation, or for intrinsic 
reasons

● Past work in XAI focused on decisions and predictions: what 
about creative ideas or artifacts?

● Inverse problem formulation and algorithms to provide 
post hoc human-understandable rationales for creative 
artifacts (not models a la BERTology)

● Insight from behavioral sciences: the human process of creativity is largely through associative 
chains, so also provide explanations via associative chains

● Algorithm idea / solution concept: Traveling salesman path through a knowledge graph of 
associative elements (nearby associations are easier to understand)



Examples with explicit concepts and their relationships

Shared flavor compound network as knowledge network yields explanations via 
flavor pairing hypothesis in culinary science [Ahn, et al., 2011]

2-best TSP paths in the subgraph, where edge weights 
are number of shared flavor compounds (treated as 
strength of association)

lavender flower and clove are used together since they 
share methyl benzoate, carvone, and linalyl acetate as 
flavor compounds



Examples with explicit concepts and their relationships

Use concept extraction and then map to the ConceptNet 
knowledge graph, which represents natural language 
concepts with relations represented using commonsense 
reasoning

Notice that the TSP tour is not in the same order as the 
sentence syntax, but is governed by the strongest 
semantic relationships

The edge labels provide human-interpretable 
explanations, such as “waking up in the morning is 
motivated by the goal of breakfast” even though this isn’t 
really in the sentence



There is no common “ConceptNet” for Hindi or other low-resource languages

Instead use implicit relationships from distances in a word embedding space 

Example with implicit concept relationships



Define TSP path length as a measure of novelty

Taking f(x) as the creativity algorithm, one can directly 
characterize level of novelty it produces 

Creative artifacts that connect semantically distant concepts are very novel

Use computational geometry to characterize stochastic sampling-based creativity algorithms 

TSP path length is consistent estimator for Shannon 
entropy (in large dimensions), so semantic novelty 
intertwined with statistical novelty


